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It is well-established that synapse formation involves highly selec-
tive chemospeciﬁc mechanisms, but how neuron arbors are posi-
tioned before synapse formation remains unclear. Using 3D
reconstructions of 298 neocortical cells of different types (in-
cluding nest basket, small basket, large basket, bitufted, pyrami-
dal, and Martinotti cells), we constructed a structural model of
a cortical microcircuit, in which cells of different types were
independently and randomly placed. We compared the positions
of physical appositions resulting from the incidental overlap of
axonal and dendritic arbors in the model (statistical structural
connectivity) with the positions of putative functional synapses
(functional synaptic connectivity) in 90 synaptic connections recon-
structed from cortical slice preparations. Overall, we found that
statistical connectivity predicted an average of 74 ± 2.7% (mean ±
SEM) synapse location distributions for nine types of cortical con-
nections. This ﬁnding suggests that chemospeciﬁc attractive and
repulsive mechanisms generally do not result in pairwise-speciﬁc
connectivity. In some cases, however, the predicted distributions do
not match precisely, indicating that chemospeciﬁc steering and
aligning of the arbors may occur for some types of connections. This
ﬁnding suggests that random alignment of axonal and dendritic
arbors provides a sufﬁcient foundation for speciﬁc functional con-
nectivity to emerge in local neural microcircuits.
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During development, a broad range of molecular signalingmechanisms act to form the neocortical layers (1, 2), lay
down guidance tracts for neurons to position themselves and
grow their axonal and dendritic arbors (3, 4), shape the mor-
phologies of different types of neurons (5), guide input axons to
speciﬁc layers (6), trigger differentiation and clustered arboriza-
tions of axonal arbors (7), prune axonal arbors in an activity-
dependent manner (8), guide axonal growth along the axon initial
segment (9), and selectively form synapses between speciﬁc types
of neurons (10–12). Molecular mechanisms also contribute to the
activity-triggered formation of synapses between speciﬁc pairs of
neurons (13). The mechanisms determining this selective con-
nectivity have been a subject of active debate for over a century (3,
14–17), with proposals ranging from the idea of “chemical rela-
tions” between connected neurons in the work by Langley (18) to
the “chemoafﬁnity hypothesis” (the idea that precise synaptic
positioning is speciﬁed by “highly speciﬁc cytochemical afﬁnities”
between neurons) in the work by Sperry (19). The result is an
intriguing map of synaptic connections between all neurons and
speciﬁc types of neurons, commonly called the connectome. How
the connectome arises is still debated (20). A question that is at
the core of the debate is to what extent do chemospeciﬁc mech-
anisms speciﬁcally align neuronal arbors between neurons before
synaptic connections are formed.
Spines are dynamic structures that form, grow, shrink, or even
disappear in response to activity and experience (21), and neo-
cortical pyramidal neurons connect and disconnect from each
other dynamically and in response to stimulation (13). Local
dendritic and axonal specializations, such as the formation of
a spine and synaptic bouton, are sufﬁcient to reconﬁgure neural
circuits without the need for axons to grow to a target cell.
Therefore, all neurons that can potentially form connections
must already be aligned before synapse formation to ensure cell
type-speciﬁc synaptic patterning. Even the strongest proponents
of statistical connectivity or neurogeometry (22, 23) believe that
arbor alignment requires extracellular chemical repulsion (24)
and attraction (25). However, it has been proposed that the
unique alignment of thousands of individual ﬁbers of speciﬁc
pairs of neurons would require “millions and perhaps billions” of
cell-speciﬁc molecular isoforms (19).
To address the question of the extent to which the alignment
of arbors between speciﬁc types of neurons is caused by pairwise
chemospeciﬁc signaling as opposed to the incidental overlap
of independent neural morphologies, we constructed a model
neocortical circuit containing a subset of the neuron types found
in neocortex. By assembling the circuit from morphologies that
were from the same brain area and age range but different
animals and positioned randomly, any possible pairwise chemo-
speciﬁc alignment was excluded. This assembly allowed us to test
the extent to which statistical connectivity, as measured in terms
of appositions between arbors of independently positioned and
grown morphologies, could predict measurements of functional
synaptic connectivity found in cortical slice preparations. We
found that, with only a few exceptions, statistical connectivity was
a good predictor of functional synaptic connectivity. This ﬁnding
suggests that the connectome of cortical microcircuitry is largely
formed from the nonspeciﬁc alignment of neuron morphologies.
In only a few cases are chemospeciﬁc mechanisms required to
explain speciﬁc ﬁber alignments.
Results
Although many studies have examined the extent that geo-
metrical overlap predicts the number of synapses between neu-
rons (23), it has been more difﬁcult to test whether random
geometrical mechanisms can account for the distribution of
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synapses from one type of neuron to another (synaptic pattern-
ing). This testing requires quantitative data on the precise posi-
tioning of synapses in connections between neurons of known
types (26–28). These connections must be systematically sampled
and morphologies must be reconstructed for neurons of the same
types and origin as those morphologies used in measurements of
synaptic connections. In addition, reconstructing the 3D cortical
microcircuit and identifying the full set of appositions between
neuronal axons and dendrites require specialized supercomputing
hardware and software. We ﬁrst measured the distribution of
putative synapse positions between pairs of synaptically cou-
pled neurons in slice. We then created a structural computer
model of a cortical microcircuit to predict synapse positions by
identifying appositions between pre- and postsynaptic elements
of reconstructed neurons. Finally, we compared the experi-
mental and predicted distributions and found that the struc-
tural model predicted a major portion of the experimentally
identiﬁed putative synapses.
Functional Synaptic Connectome. We identiﬁed the anatomical
locations of putative pre- and postsynaptic synapses for 10 types
of connections between identiﬁed types of neurons in slices of rat
somatosensory cortex (postnatal day 12–16). This identiﬁcation
entailed identifying synaptically coupled neurons with pre-
synaptic stimulation and postsynaptic measurement of responses
in paired whole-cell patch-clamp recordings, staining the coupled
neurons, and reconstructing them using a Neurolucida (Micro-
BrightField) system with a light microscope (Materials and
Methods and Fig. 1A). 3D reconstructions of pairs of neurons
were used to trace presynaptic axon and postsynaptic dendrites
and somata and identify cases in which boutons on axon collat-
erals were adjacent (within the same focal plane ∼ 0.5 μm) to the
postsynaptic neuron, forming a putative synapse (n = 90)
(Materials and Methods and Fig. 1 B and C). This approach does
not unequivocally identify functional synapses. However, if all
arbors are reconstructed, the set of putative synapses will nec-
essarily contain all functional synapses; previous electron mi-
croscope studies have shown, furthermore, that most putative
synapses between identiﬁed connected pairs are actual synapses
(26, 28–32).
We computed histograms of the putative synaptic locations on
the axon of the presynaptic neuron (the experimental pre-
synaptic innervation pattern) and the soma and dendrite of the
postsynaptic neuron (the experimental postsynaptic innervation
pattern). In each case, distributions were measured in two ways:
(i) in terms of branch order of the axon and basal, apical, and
apical tuft portions of the dendrite where the putative synapse
occurred (Fig. 1D) and (ii) according to the path distance of the
putative synapse location along the axon or dendrite from the
soma. Putative synapses between pyramidal cells were differen-
tially distributed on domains of the presynaptic axon and the
postsynaptic dendrites (Fig. 1E), consistent with previous reports
of domain speciﬁcity. For example, thick-tufted layer 5 (TTL5)
neurons have ∼20–25% of putative synapses on third-order basal
dendrites of other TTL5 neurons (26, 30, 33, 34). Domain-spe-
ciﬁc patterning of putative synapses was also observed in con-
nections from different classes of interneurons onto pyramidal
cells (Figs. S1 and S2). For example, pyramidal axons primarily
formed putative synapses on basal and proximal apical trunk
domains. In addition, Martinotti neurons innervate the distal
dendrites of pyramidal cells, whereas small basket cells (Fig.
S1F) innervate only somata and proximal dendrites (Fig. S2C).
This result is consistent with the known preferences of different
types of interneurons to form synapses on speciﬁc domains of
nearby neurons (26, 30, 33, 34). The functional synaptic patterns,
which we quantify here for various types of synaptic connections,
are, therefore, consistent with known preferences of axons of dif-
ferent neurons to target different domains of their target neurons.
Statistical Structural Connectome. To establish the pattern of
appositions between the dendrites and axons of randomly posi-
tioned neurons (the statistical structural connectome), we recorded,
stained, and anatomically reconstructed 298 neocortical neurons
(pyramidal cells and interneurons). The neurons were obtained
from different experiments and animals, but they were always from
the same species, region of the brain, and age range (rat, somato-
sensory area S1, and P12–P16). The bulk of neuron reconstructions
came from single-cell studies and was, therefore, independent from
the dataset used to obtain the experimental innervation patterns
between connected pairs. The ﬁnal dataset included at least seven
exemplars for each type of neuron morphology [pyramidal cells
(PCs), nest basket cells (NBCs), small basket cells (SBCs), large
basket cells (LBCs), bitufted cells (BTCs), and Martinotti cells
(MCs)]. Additionally, we used data on the statistical distribution of
arborization patterns to generate statistical variants for each type of
neuron, expanding the dataset of unique morphologies for each
type (Materials and Methods). The ﬁnal dataset, thus, contained
a large number of morphologically unique cells of each type from
different layers (Ls) of the neocortex (L2/3, n = 4,300; L4, n =
2,000; L5, n = 1,500; L6, n = 2,000).
We then built a model microcircuit by selecting neurons ran-
domly from this pool on the basis of experimentally estimated
densities and proportions (Materials and Methods) and positioning
their somata in a 3D volume corresponding to the size of a func-
tional neocortical column (550-μm diameter × 1,550-μm height)
(Materials and Methods and Fig. 2A). The x and y coordinates for
the neurons were chosen randomly and independently of their
original positions in the slice and axial rotations. The z coordinates
were also selected randomly but constrained to the depth of the
layer from where the neuron morphology originated (L2/3 =
356 ± 209 μm; L4 = 669.5 ± 104.5 μm; L5 = 977 ± 203 μm; L6 =
1425 ± 245 μm). Thus, all neurons were positioned in the layers
and vertical orientations in which they were found. Positions and
rotations of neurons within their layer in the model circuit were,
therefore, independent of any speciﬁc pairwise spatial relationship
or axial rotation that may have existed in the original brain tissue.
The sites of close appositions between neurons were identiﬁed
using a collision detection algorithm running on a supercomputer.
The algorithm identiﬁed all appositions between potential pre-
and postsynaptic elements, including axons, dendrites, and so-
mata, within a threshold distance (35) comprising the statistical
connectivity of the model cortical microcircuit. The histograms of
the positions of these potential synapse locations for different pre-
and postsynaptic neuron types (called predicted innervation pat-
terns) characterize the statistical structural connectivity. As with
the characterization of functional synaptic connectivity, two types
of innervation patterns were computed: one type based on the
distance of the potential synapses from the soma and one type
based on the branch order at which the potential synapse occurs.
Statistical Structural Connectivity Predicts Functional Synaptic Connec-
tivity. We found multiple appositions between the axons of the
presynaptic and dendrites of the postsynaptic neurons for individual
pairs of neurons (Fig. 3A), comparable with the multisynapse
connections found in the neocortex (26, 29, 30). As in the functional
connectivity, the statistical connectivity exhibited domain prefer-
ences speciﬁc to the axon and the class of dendrite (basal, apical,
and tuft) as well as the class of pre- and postsynaptic neurons (Fig. 2
B and C and Figs. S3 and S4). Incidental appositions of indepen-
dent and randomly arranged morphologies are, therefore, largely
sufﬁcient to predict multisynapse connections with preferences for
different domains of the target neurons.
The accuracy of the predicted synaptic locations was tested
using histogram intersection (HI) between the experimental in-
nervation pattern and the predicted innervation patterns. The HI
is a standard measure used to compare histograms, and it meas-
ures the fraction of one distribution that overlaps with another
E2886 | www.pnas.org/cgi/doi/10.1073/pnas.1202128109 Hill et al.
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Fig. 1. Patterning of putative synapses between synaptically coupled neurons. (A) Synaptically coupled L5 PCs stained and in false color. (B) Schematic of the
criteria for determining whether an apposition is a putative synapse (Left) or not (Right) (Materials and Methods). (C) A reconstruction of two synaptically
coupled neurons (asterisks indicate locations of putative synapses). (D) An axogram (Left) and dendrogram (Right) indicating how synaptic locations are
recorded. (E) Histograms of locations of putative synapses on the axon (Left, blue) and dendrites (Right, red), where the x axis is the axonal or dendritic
branch order where (Upper) the putative synapse was observed (x axis) or (Lower) the path distance to the putative synapse along the axon or dendrite from
the soma.
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distribution. In addition, we tested for a signiﬁcant match of
innervation patterns using the Kolmogorov–Smirnov (KS) test
(α < 0.05), which is a nonparametric test for the equality of two
distributions (Materials and Methods). The average HI for all
pathways was 74 ± 2.7% (mean ± SEM; maximum = 94.8%;
minimum 49.2%) (Materials and Methods and Table 1). This
ﬁnding suggests that statistical connectivity predicts the majority
of synapses positions distributed along the axonal and dendritic
arbors. However, we also observed differences between the
model and experimental innervation patterns (see below).
For PC–PC connections (Fig. 3 B and C), we found that over
75% of all experimental synapse positions were predicted by the
statistical structural connectivity, regardless of whether synapses
locations were ordered by path distance from the soma (pre-
synaptic HI = 75.7%; postsynaptic HI = 79.5%) or branch order
(presynaptic HI = 78.4%; postsynaptic HI = 79.4%).
In general, the distribution of synapse positions on axons
(presynaptic innervation patterns) was better predicted by sta-
tistical structural connectivity than the distribution on dendrites
(postsynaptic innervation patterns). Overall, interneuron to py-
ramidal experimental innervation patterns (Fig. 4 A, C, E, and
G) were some of the best predicted by the statistical structural
connectivity (HI = 78.4 ± 4.5% axonal branch order; HI = 71.0 ±
4.3% dendritic branch order; HI = 85.6 ± 3.2% axonal path
distance; HI = 84.6 ± 3.2% dendritic path distance; mean ±
SEM). Pyramidal to interneuron experimental innervation pat-
terns were also predicted by the statistical structural connectivity
(Fig. 4 B, D, F, and H) but to a lesser extent (HI = 68.2 ± 3.3%
axonal branch order; HI = 63.1 ± 4.6% dendritic branch order;
HI = 70.0 ± 5.2% axonal path distance; HI = 70.6 ± 3.6%
dendritic path distance; mean ± SEM). This ﬁnding indicates
that statistical structural connectivity can explain a signiﬁcant
proportion of domain targeting as well as the general shape of
the distributions. This ﬁnding is a surprising result, especially
when considering that speciﬁc domain targeting by axons from
different types of interneurons has been one of the main justi-
ﬁcations for chemospeciﬁc theories of guided targeting and even
led to domain-target based classiﬁcations of interneurons (26, 28,
34, 36–56).
We observed that the relatively large difference between
predicted and measured postsynaptic innervation patterns in
connections between PCs was largely caused by speciﬁc dif-
ferences in patterns of innervation with somata and apical
dendrites (Fig. 3 B and C). It is well-established that pyramidal
axons, unlike the axons of some interneurons, do not usually
form synapses on pyramidal somata (26, 29, 34, 45). However,
their axons inevitably pass near the somata and proximal den-
drites of other pyramidal neurons, suggesting that chemo-
speciﬁc mechanisms do not permit the en passant axons of
these cells to form synapses with somata or proximal dendrites.
Selecting a subset of all ﬁbers passing randomly by a neuron
could also account for differences in the degree of geometrical
overlap between neuronal arborizations and the degree of
functional connectivity (57).
Statistical connectivity predicted fewer synapses on the apical
dendrites between close neighbor PCs than were found experi-
mentally. This result could be achieved by guidance of randomly
growing ascending arbors of immediate neighboring neurons into
vertically oriented glial tracts (12).
Statistical connectivity also predicts that the ﬁrst portion of the
initial segment of the presynaptic axon (0–50 μm; branch order
zero) (Fig. 5) will form appositions with arbors from all types of
neurons, although it is known that this portion of the axon does
not produce presynaptic specializations (58). This initial portion
of the axon can, however, produce postsynaptic specializations
but only with Chandelier cell axons (59). Our statistical model
predicts that the axons of other types of neurons would form
appositions with the initial segment, although it clearly is not the
case. Therefore, chemospeciﬁc signals may be necessary to repel
the axon segment away from forming appositions with other
axons. Although we do not have sufﬁcient data on Chandelier
cells in their synapse distributions, it seems unlikely that statis-
tical connectivity is sufﬁcient to ensure that the axon connects as
precisely onto the initial segment of pyramidal neuron axons as
found experimentally. One possibility is that the Chandelier axon
grows randomly, but after it contacts a PC body, it is chemically
guided down the pyramidal axon, which has been reported for
Purkinje cells in the cerebellum (9).
Other mismatches between the predictions of the statistical
structural model and observed functional connectivity may mark
ﬁner distortions in the alignment of arbors between speciﬁc types
of neurons. For example, it has been reported that interneurons
that form connections with pyramidal neurons exhibit correlated
bends between their axons and dendrites, where such a correla-
tion is absent if the neurons are not connected (25). The synapse
locations are, nonetheless, predicted by the statistical model,
suggesting that chemospeciﬁc signals need only to tweak the
arbors that are already in position when the two neurons become
functionally connected. Such local forces may act over variable
spatial ranges or only between speciﬁc types of neuron, possibly
explaining why pyramidal axons do not show this kind of corre-
lated tortuosity when forming synaptic connections (25).
The statistical model somewhat underestimated the observed
proportions of synapses on distal and tuft dendrites (Fig. 5B).
A B
C
SBC-PC
MC-PC
Fig. 2. Cell type-speciﬁc domain speciﬁcity from statistical connectivity.
(A) A model neocortical microcircuit illustrating some of the different py-
ramidal and interneuron morphologies used and arranged in ﬁve layers.
Each morphological type is colored differently. (B) Incidental appositions
(blue dots) formed by a population of SBCs on a single representative PC.
(C) Incidental appositions (purple dots) formed by a population of MCs on
the same PC as in B.
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This result may be an artifact of the process used to reconstruct
neuronal morphologies for the model, and more speciﬁcally, it
may be because of the difﬁculty of capturing very ﬁne distal axonal
arbors with in vitro staining and light microscope reconstructions
(Materials and Methods).
Lastly, we found that the statistical model predicted head-on
collisions, in which axons and dendrites pierced the somata of
other neurons. Naturally, these collisions do not occur in the
brain. Given that neurons are unlikely to have a priori knowledge
of the location of the somata of other neurons, we suggest that the
extracellular environment around somata could offer increasing
physical resistance as arbors come closer to somata. Another
possibility is that somata release a nonspeciﬁc chemospeciﬁc signal
to subtly steer axons and dendrites around them.
Robust Statistical Structural Connectome. The properties of statis-
tically generated structural connectivity are likely to differ from
the properties generated by the combinatorial action of che-
mospeciﬁc mechanisms, with a vast number of molecular iso-
forms aligning the axons and dendrites of individual neurons to
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Fig. 3. Comparing experimental and predicted connectivity patterns between L5 PCs. Experimental and predicted innervation patterns were both obtained
for all neurons within 50 μm of each other in the microcircuit. The axonal predicted innervation patterns are indicated in blue, the dendritic predicted in-
nervation patterns are indicated in red, experimentally measured innervation patterns are indicated in black, and the overlap is indicated in gray. (A) A pair of
coupled PCs from the model microcircuit. (B) Overlap according to path distance. (C) Overlap according to branch order. Error bars in B and C indicate SEM
across 10 circuits constructed with different subsets of neurons.
Table 1. Mean error and histogram intersection for experimental and predicted innervation patterns
Presynaptic
cell type
Postsynaptic
cell type n
Axonal branch
order
Dendritic branch
order
Axonal path
length
Dendritic path
length Overall
Mean
error
(%)
Histogram
intersection
(%)
Mean
error
(%)
Histogram
intersection
(%)
Mean
error
(%)
Histogram
intersection
(%)
Mean
error
(%)
Histogram
intersection
(%)
Mean
error
(%)
Histogram
intersection
(%)
NBC PC 10 1.2 89.3 10.4 86.3 1.5 90.7 6 84.1 4.775 87.6
SBC PC 6 1.9 86.2 13.9 68.1 2.6 85.7 4 94.8 5.6 83.7
BTC PC 6 2.5 79 9.5 63.1 2.8 87.8 2.7 87.6 4.375 79.375
PC PC 33 2.5 78.4 17.9 79.4 3 75.7 3 79.5 6.6 78.25
MC PC 10 2.7 73.5 7.2 63.9 1.7 90.4 4 76.8 3.9 76.15
PC MC 13 4.8 71.2 7.5 51.8 3.9 72.5 4 74 5.05 67.375
PC BTC 5 7.5 66.5 8.4 59.3 5.8 76.2 6.8 62.2 7.125 66.05
PC LBC 9 5.1 66.5 10.5 59.3 4.4 76.2 4.4 62.2 6.1 66.05
LBC PC 5 4.8 64.2 9.7 74 4 73.2 5.7 79.6 6.05 72.75
PC NBC 8 12 58.2 9.2 65.7 15.3 49.2 10.6 75.1 11.775 62.05
Predicted and biological distributions that are considered equivalent are in yellow and bold (KS test; α = 0.05).
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the axons and dendrites of other neurons. We, therefore, ex-
amined the sensitivity of the structural connectome to the precise
conﬁguration of the model microcircuit. We generated multiple
model circuits, randomly changing the positions of individual
cells and their rotation around the axial axis in each circuit. We
generated 10 circuits each with decreased (50%) and increased
(150%) neuron densities. The statistical distribution of structural
innervation patterns was very similar in all circuits (Fig. 6A) (n =
10; r > 0.99; P < 0.001). The cell type-speciﬁc statistical struc-
tural connectome produced by random arbor alignment is,
therefore, independent of the speciﬁc positions, rotations, and
densities of neurons.
The number of potential synapses identiﬁed by the statistical
model is linearly related to maximal touch distance between
neuronal arbors (60). The value chosen depends on the assumed
radius of presynaptic boutons, the potential reach of dendritic
spines, the artifactual and real tortuosity of arbors, and potential
imperfections in the reconstructions. However, the spatial dis-
tribution (innervation pattern) of potential synapses is invariant
across a wide range of possible apposition distances (0–4 μm)
(Materials and Methods and Fig. 6B). The model, therefore,
yields essentially the same structural connectome, regardless of
the speciﬁc apposition threshold. It also implies that the statis-
tically generated structural connectome is highly robust to per-
turbations and suggests that overall synapse distributions are
invariant in animals belonging to the same species.
Invariant Statistical Structural Connectome. The low variance of
statistical connectivity may be a consequence of the large num-
ber of variant morphologies in our models. To test this hypoth-
esis, we constructed a series of circuits, each containing 4,250
TTL5 neurons but a different number of unique morphologies in
each circuit. The ﬁrst circuit in the series was composed of
neuron clones, with each neuron a copy of a single reconstructed
neuron. The second circuit was constructed with copies of 10
different TTL5 neurons, the third circuit was constructed with
copies of 20 different TTL5 neurons, and so on; the ﬁnal circuit
contained unique morphological variants for all 4,250 cells. Be-
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Fig. 4. Comparison of experimental and predicted innervation patterns for different types of connection. The color code is the same as in Fig.3. Innervation
patterns (mean ± SEM; over apposition distances = 0–4 μm) according to branch order. (A) Experimental and predicted innervation patterns for NBC to PC. (B) PC
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cause we do not have this number of neuronal reconstructions,
morphological variants were generated statistically by jittering
the branching of the arbors. Morphological variants were unique
in terms of their precise branching angles and segment lengths,
but they maintained the statistics of the original reconstructed
cell type (based on 24 original morphological exemplars for
TTL5 neurons) (Materials and Methods).
As the number of unique morphologies used to construct each
circuit was increased, the variability of resulting structural in-
nervation patterns decreased (Fig. 6C). Surprisingly, as few as 10
different morphologies were sufﬁcient for the innervation pat-
tern to become largely invariant (Fig. 6D). The low number of
morphological variants required was likely because of the fact
that TTL5 neurons have a highly characteristic dendritic and
axonal arborization (i.e., low intrinsic diversity), requiring only
a few neurons to achieve an average with low variance.
Deriving the Statistical Structural Connectome from Morphologies.
Statistical connectivity implies that the distribution of appositions
(innervation pattern) can be computed from volume density rep-
resentations of individual and average dendrites and axons rather
than the collision detection process. We, therefore, computed the
joint axonal and dendritic ﬁber density (Materials and Methods)
within cubic voxels (50 μm per side) at each branch order of the
basal dendrites of TTL5–TTL5 connections and compared the
computed innervation patterns with the patterns found by collision
detection. The computed and detected innervation patterns were
not signiﬁcantly different (SI Materials and Methods and Fig. S5).
This ﬁnding conﬁrms that the model that we used to predict the
innervation patterns is a valid statistical model. The computed
innervation patterns, furthermore, reveal that the core (average)
geometrical difference in the morphologies of different classes of
neurons is a primary determinant of cell type-speciﬁc domain
targeting (Fig. S6), and therefore, it conﬁrms that statistical con-
nectivity can generate cell type-speciﬁc domain targeting. In ad-
dition, because the innervation patterns are independent of cell
density, statistical connectivity conveys a robustness to cell loss and
invariance with respect to the precise positions, rotations, and
morphologies of the neurons involved in the circuit (because it
relies on the average connectivity).
Discussion
The extent to which nonpairwise statistical and pairwise chemo-
speciﬁc mechanisms account for the formation of the connectome
has been debated for decades. We constructed a test in which we
compared the incidental appositions between the axonal and den-
dritic arbors of independently grown, randomly positioned neurons
(statistical structural connectivity) with experimentalmeasurements
of patterns of synaptic connectivity between pairs of neurons of
speciﬁed types (functional synaptic connectivity). The results in-
dicate that statistical connectivity can account for much of the
speciﬁc synaptic patterning between neurons. Minor mismatches
can be explained by pairwise chemospeciﬁc mechanisms that tweak
theﬁnepositioningof arbors that are already approximately in place
between two types of neuron. Major mismatches can be explained
by pairwise interventions during random arbor growth.
This study casts light on the relative roles of statistical and
chemospeciﬁc mechanisms in the formation of the connectome.
For example, differentiation of neurons and their migration to
speciﬁc neocortical regions and layers are guided by speciﬁc
molecular mechanisms (61), but we show that their exact posi-
tioning within their layer is not critical for achieving cell type-
speciﬁc patterning of synapses. The chemical environment gen-
erated by the layering of the neocortex and neighboring cells is
also essential for proper neuronal arborization and orientation
of neurons to or away from the pia, but the role of these mo-
lecular processes is nonspeciﬁc and therefore, not aimed at any
speciﬁc pair of neurons. Based on the statistical model pre-
dictions, we also suggest that, to avoid arbors colliding with so-
mata during arbor growth, a nonspeciﬁc chemical or physical
mechanism (e.g., resistance of the extracellular space) steers
arbors gently around somata, which could explain why arbors are
so remarkably straight, despite the high density of neurons in the
cortex. Pairwise chemospeciﬁc signals and premade tracts for
arbor growth, such as radial glial tracts, could capture and guide
randomly growing arbors biasing speciﬁc arbor alignments be-
tween some neurons. When neurons do form synapses at a subset
of the appositions, the synaptic formation process may also need
to ﬁrst tweak (attraction mechanisms) the randomly passing
arbors to achieve closer apposition, thus explaining correlations
in arborization and potentially, different expected connection
probabilities found for some synaptically connected neurons (25).
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Fig. 5. Complementary coverage of a neuron with appositions from mul-
tiple types of presynaptic neuron. (A) A single TTL5 neuron from the model
microcircuit and the appositions (colored dots) for nine types of presynaptic
neuron, each color coded differently. (B) The mean ± SEM percentage of
synapses that were over- or underestimated at different path distances from
the soma along the postsynaptic dendrite.
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Similarly, pairwise chemospeciﬁc mechanisms could explain the
absence of synapses on speciﬁc domains of some neurons, despite
inevitable physical appositions (repulsion mechanisms) (57). Che-
mospeciﬁc mechanisms would also determine the chemical identify
of synapses and where on a spine (head, neck, or shaft) synapses will
form (62), but statistical connectivity would still need to provide the
initial foundation for such specialized connectivity. Together, non-
pairwise statistical and pairwise molecular mechanisms can, there-
fore, explain cell type-speciﬁc functional connectivity.
This study also suggests that the processes of arbor alignment
and synapse formation are separate. Statistical connectivity
ensures that arbors are prealigned before and independent of
synapse formation, allowing synaptic patterning to be preserved
when circuits reconﬁgure after experience. Statistical connec-
tivity also ensures that all neurons of a speciﬁc type have a sim-
ilar set of axons passing by from which they can select to form
synapses. Assuming that all neurons of the same type select
according to the same preferences, then statistical connectivity
ensures that both the distribution of synapses from each type of
presynaptic neurons and the set of different inputs received are
similar. Any computational principles of synaptic and dendritic
integration that have evolved for speciﬁc inputs could, therefore,
be preserved for each neuron type within a local circuit, across
individual animals belonging to the same species, and even
across species to the extent that morphologies are preserved.
Statistical connectivity predicts that mutations in genes regulat-
ing morphologies play a central role in driving the evolution of
neuronal circuits and causing circuit malfunctions in disease.
Finally, statistical connectivity reveals the importance of intrinsic
morphological diversity in forming robust and invariant circuits.
One implication of this work is that, although the speciﬁc
positions of synapses are random, the diverse morphologies of the
different classes of pyramidal and interneurons found in neocortex
serve to ensure a robust and invariant set of distributed inputs and
outputs between speciﬁc pre- and postsynaptic populations of
neurons (and therefore, a robust and invariant cortical circuit).
Synaptic plasticity may act on top of this foundation to selectively
strengthen or weaken multiple recurrent synaptic loops, thereby
enabling a diverse range of transient internal states to emerge and
a broad variety of cortical computations to be performed within
the cortical circuit (63). The ability to generate such dynamic in-
ternal states may be a key mechanism by which cortical circuitry
dynamically processes spatial and temporal information in the
course of performing a multitude of complex tasks (64, 65).
We conclude that the structural connectome formed by arbor
appositions of relatively independently grown morphologies can
provide a robust and invariant foundation for a dynamic, cell
type-speciﬁc functional synaptic connectome.
Materials and Methods
Slice Preparation. All experimental procedures were carried out according to
the Swiss federation rules for animal experiments. Wistar rats (12–16 d old)
were rapidly decapitated, and neocortical slices (sagittal; 300-μm thick) were
cut on a vibratome (Microslicer; DSK) ﬁlled with iced extracellular solution
(composition below). Optimal slices (two to three per hemisphere), running
parallel to apical dendrites of PCs, were selected for recording. Slices were
incubated for 30 min at 34 °C and then room temperature (24–25 °C).
Chemicals and Solutions. Slices were continuously superfused with artiﬁcial
cerebrospinal ﬂuid containing 125 mM NaCl, 25 mM NaHCO3, 2.5 mM KCl,
1.25 mM NaH2PO4, 2 mM CaCl2, 1 mM MgCl2, and 25 mM D-glucose and
bubbled with 95% O2–5% CO2. The intracellular pipette solution contained
110 mM K-gluconate, 10 mM KCl, 4 mM ATP-Mg, 10 mM phosphocreatine,
0.3 mM GTP, 10 mM Hepes, and 13 mM biocytin adjusted to a pH 7.3–7.4 with
5 M KOH. Osmolarity was adjusted to 290–300 mosm with D-mannitol (35
mM). All chemicals were from Sigma-Aldrich or Merck.
Histological Procedures. After recording, slices were ﬁxed for 12–24 h in
cold 100 mM phosphate-buffered solution (PB; pH 7.4) containing 1%
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Fig. 6. Morphological diversity confers invariance to structural connectiv-
ity. The structural innervation pattern for different circuits built from 24
unique TTL5 PC morphologies (TTL5–TTL5; mean ± SEM; n = 10 circuits).
Structural innervation patterns according to path distance from somata.
(Left) Axon (blue). (Right) Dendrite (red). (A) Structural innervation patterns
(mean ± SEM) for control circuits with different densities of neurons. (B)
Structural innervation pattern (mean ± SEM) over varying touch distances
(0–4 μm). Note that SEM is higher around somata. (C) Structural innervation
pattern (mean ± SEM) for a model microcircuit with an increasing number of
unique TTL5 morphologies used to construct each circuit (n = 1, 10, and 100).
(D) Bar plot of the mean SE for the model microcircuits in C. Note the de-
crease in variability of the innervation pattern with an increase in unique
morphologies.
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paraformaldehyde and 1% glutaraldehyde. Thereafter, the slices were rinsed
several times (10 min each) in PB. To block endogenous peroxidases, slices
were transferred into phosphate-buffered 3% H2O2 for 30 min. After ﬁve to
six rinses in PB (10 min each), slices were incubated overnight at 4 °C in avidin-
biotinylated HRP according to the manufacturer’s protocol (2% A, 2% B, and
1% Triton-100; ABC-Elite; Vector Labs). After incubation, sections were washed
several times in PB and developed under visual control using a bright-ﬁeld
microscope (Zeiss) until all processes of the cells appeared clearly visible (usu-
ally after 2–4 min). The reaction was stopped by transferring the sections into
cold PB. After washing in the same buffer, slices were kept at 4 °C overnight in
the same solution while shaking. To enhance the staining contrast, slices were
postﬁxed for 1 h in 0–5% phosphate-buffered osmium tetroxide (Merck) and
counterstained in 1% uranyl acetate. After a rinse in the same buffer, slices
were mounted onto glass slides in an aqueous mounting medium.
3D Reconstruction. 3D neuron models were reconstructed from stained cells
using the Neurolucida system (MicroBrightField Inc) and a bright-ﬁeld light
microscope (Olympus). After the staining procedure, there is∼25% shrinkage of
the slice thickness and ∼10% anisotropic shrinkage along the x and y axes. Only
shrinkage of thickness is immediately accounted and corrected. Shrinkage in
the x and y axes is accounted for in the morphological repair (see below).
Putative Synapse Identiﬁcation. First pairs of synaptically coupled neuronswere
identiﬁed electrophysiologically through whole-cell patch-clamp experiments.
The pairs were then stained and reconstructed as described above. Sub-
sequently, putative synapses were identiﬁed by apposition of a bouton
[identiﬁed as an axonal swelling two times (±10%) the neighboring axonal
diameter] and a dendrite in the same by using a 1.25 n.a., ×63 oil immersion
lens. An electron microscopically derived error margin of 80% was established
previously for L5 pyramidal neurons (26). An estimated 20–25% of the den-
dritic tree is cut in these slices (neurons, 60–80 μm below surface; average
dendritic length, ∼150 μm).
Morphology Selection.Morphologies were selected to eliminate reconstructions
considered to be poor quality, such as those reconstructions with obvious re-
construction errors, including dangling branches (disconnected portions of the
arbor), narrow starts (when the ﬁber starts with an impossible diameter), col-
linear children, z jumps (errors in specifying the z coordinate), zero diameters
(where the reconstructer neglects to deﬁne the diameter), diameter jumps
(impossible changes in diameter), fat endings (when the end of an arbor is ex-
cessively large), ﬂat reconstructions (the reconstructor neglected the z dimen-
sion), poor z reconstructions (too much variation in the z dimension), and
reconstructions that were unable to be deﬁnitively classiﬁed.
Morphology Repair. The reconstructed neurons from slices usually have their
somata about 50 μm beneath the slice surface. They, thus, lose part of their
morphology. We have devised an algorithm that attempts to recover the
original anatomy of the missing part of the neuron. The algorithm preserves
the morphological statistics of neuron in the repaired branches by using
the intact part of the morphologies to build a statistical model that grows
the cut portions. The algorithm has been validated on in vivo-stained and
reconstructed neurons by artiﬁcially cutting and repairing the cells (66).
In a preparatory corrective and unraveling step, the algorithm corrects for
measurement inaccuracies and tissue shrinkage while maintaining the
neuron’s morphological structure (branching frequency and angles). Den-
drites and axons are then repaired separately. For the dendrites, we com-
pute a dendritic 3D probability from the intact portion of the neuron, which
describes the probabilistic behavior of a branch (continuing, terminating,
and bifurcating) of a particular order and type at a given distance from the
soma. Using these Bayesian spatial distributions, the cut dendrites are re-
grown point by point. Axon repair is based on anatomical class statistical
distributions, which are computed from a pool of the same class of neurons
in the database. Subtrees are pasted from the intact parts, and therefore,
the regrown part matches the class statistics computed form the intact part.
Morphological Variants. We obtained representative examples of digitized
neurons for a number of neuron classes and created additional examples by
varying the length of each neuron section by ±25%. In addition, the
branching angles were modiﬁed by ±25% of their original values. The result
was a set of unique neurons that looked like neurons of the original class.
We veriﬁed that these variant neurons maintained their original Sholl and
branching angle statistics. Thus, statistically, these neurons were identical to
the population of digitized neurons with respect to their Sholl statistics of
branching angles, segment lengths, overall path length, and general shape.
Computing Match of Innervation Patterns. The HI was computed using Statis-
tical Learning Toolbox by Dahua Lin (www.matlabcentral.com). A measure of
the match between the binned values of two normalized innervation patterns
was computed as match = 100 × [1 − mean absolute error (innervation 1, in-
nervation 2)] using Matlab R2010b from Mathworks. To avoid overestimating
the match, these statistics were computed only on bins that were nonzero for
either innervation pattern. In addition to computing the histogram intersection
and the overall match between histograms, a KS test was run on the touch data
to test whether the distributions should be considered signiﬁcantly different.
More details are in SI Materials and Methods.
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